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This chapter is an in-depth exploration of sacral torsion and sacroiliac joint dysfunction. It presents a model of nomenclature, evaluation, and treatment that is much more user-friendly than the traditional model. For those who do not want to dig deeply into the historical and theoretical reading, but do wish to learn the clinical application, you will find the latter part of the chapter that starts with Torsion Evaluation will suffice.

Manual therapy applied to the sacroiliac joint (SIJ) encompasses a variety of types of movement dysfunction, and it may include a variety of pain presentations. In this chapter, SIJ dysfunction (SIJD) will be defined thus: Sacroiliac joint dysfunction is a movement dysfunction in which movement within the SIJ, or going through the SIJ, is altered, possibly causing pelvic posture to be altered and provoking proximal or distal pain. The pain may be intrinsic to the SIJ, or extrinsic – for example, from sacroiliac ligaments and other proximal soft tissue.

Due to the proximity of the lumbar and sacral nerve supply, pain patterns can be unclear. True SIJ pain is not always clearly demarcated. Furthermore, the SIJ and lumbar spine are inextricably linked and, therefore, I deny distinct and separate SIJD without lumbar segmental involvement. In contradistinction to much of the general literature, asymmetry is not a necessary prerequisite for the definition of SIJD, as symmetrical and treatable hypomobilities and hypermobilities do exist.

A frequently reported sacral movement dysfunction is named “sacral torsion about an oblique axis,” which is also known as “sacral torsion,” or simply as a “torsion.” Torsions do meet the above definition of SIJD, and they are the focus of this chapter. I also include my method of evaluation and treatment for sacral torsions.

There are other axes and other types of sacral dysfunction that will not be detailed in this chapter. These include forward-bending and backward-bending restriction, pure rotation on a vertical axis, pure side-bending, and posterior glide.

Some patterns that might be predicted do not actually appear to exist, or are extremely rare, such as anterior glide, side-glide, and dorsal plane tilt (imagine a pinwheel axis to differentiate from side-bending).

My work is a distinct enhancement from the traditional evaluation and treatment paradigm, and is, therefore, referred to as the Hesch Method.
Torsion Theory

A sacral torsion is a pattern of traumatic, symptomatic, sacral asymmetry with altered movement in the SIJ and lumbosacral joints. It is described in many works on osteopathic-based biomechanics of the SIJ and also in some physical therapy texts. Typical works on manual medicine, manual therapy, and muscle energy technique (MET) often address SIJD and torsion.

In the SIJ, torsion is a type of dysfunction in which the sacrum is described as becoming stuck while moving within the ilia about the left or right physiological oblique axes (Fig. 1). Therefore, torsion can also appropriately be referenced as a sacral "fixation or restriction." There are a total of four types of torsion: Left on Left, Right on Right, Right on Left, and Left on Right, oftentimes abbreviated as L on L, R on R, R on L, L on R. The nomenclature will be addressed in detail later in the chapter.

**Torsion might be an un-physiological dysfunction**

It may seem counterintuitive and somewhat paradoxical, but the sacrum can actually go further into the direction of fixation. However, it cannot move back to physiological neutral or beyond it into the opposite direction without a corrective maneuver.

This phenomenon is explained as obeying the **Rule of Physiological Motion** (dysfunction).

The rule defines physiological motions as those motions that are normal based on the design of the structure. For example, the knee primarily flexes and extends and slightly rotates during gait, and these are **physiological motions**. A lateral blow to the knee induces a valgus movement which is **un-physiological**.

In spite of the fact that torsions obey this rule, I believe they are not a normative physiological motion, such as part of the gait cycle, per osteopathic theory as described by Dr. Philip E. Greenman, former professor of osteopathic manipulative medicine, as well as physical medicine and rehabilitation, at the Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine, and in most other works on the subject. Rather, it takes a large passive, extrinsic force, in addition to vulnerable positioning, to induce torsional movements and fixations — for example, lifting a heavy object with the spine in full flexion, rotation, and side-bending.

![Figure 1: The left and right oblique axes of the sacrum. The left oblique axis originates above the left side of the sacrum, whereas the right oblique axis originates above the right side of the sacrum.](image-url)
**Torsion theory often absent in movement science textbooks**

It is noteworthy that the concept of torsion is either trivialized, without justification, or completely omitted in several traditional works and in contemporary works on manual therapy, including physical therapy and sports medicine literature.\(^{19,22}\) Although torsion may be absent or minimized, these works do address the general concept of SIJD.

A few manual medicine practitioners, such as Dr. John F. Bourdillon\(^{23}\) and Dr. Karel Lewit,\(^{24}\) do not endorse a torsion model. Also, a remarkably detailed textbook on joints, *Joint Structure & Function: A Comprehensive Analysis*, briefly covers the SIJ in less than four pages, but avoids sacral torsions.\(^{25}\) Another thorough textbook, *Kinesiology of the Musculoskeletal System: Foundations for Physical Rehabilitation*, also limits explanation of sacral motion to nutation and counter nutation.\(^{26}\) The topic of sacral motion is limited to a single page.

Both these textbooks hold a prominent location in my library. If published clinical and basic science studies existed that showed the validity of torsion motion, and utility of treatment for torsion, I believe that these very thorough texts would then appropriately expand the sections on sacral mechanics. This knowledge gap is a valid clarion call for novel research.

Both the above textbooks have an especially strong and relevant explanation of the relationship of the pelvis to the hip and lumbar spine, and the reverse thereof. This description is welcomed by clinicians who perceive pelvic pathomechanics as distinctly different from SIJ movement dysfunction.

Donald A. Neumann, professor of physical therapy at Marquette University, clearly states the problem of the SIJ concept in physical therapy: "Adding to the clinical ambiguity of the sacroiliac is the lack of standard terminology to describe the related anatomy and kinesiology. As a result, the biomechanical and clinical importance of the SIJ is often understated or exaggerated."\(^{27}\)

### Torsion theory is evolving

SIJDs can be difficult to diagnose, which can lead to confusion among practitioners. Some who acknowledge SIJD have even begun to doubt the very existence of sacral torsions. Torsions frequently coexist with low back pain, making them difficult to isolate as the underlying issue. Proximal spasm and postural aberration can give the appearance of a primary lumbar or lumbosacral dysfunction, whereas any occulted torsion will be more apparent in a fully flexed posture.

On the other hand, many clients are misdiagnosed with SIJD when they are actually experiencing spasms or shortened soft tissues. These tissues can impact the posture and movement of the entire pelvis, hip, and lumbar spine. However, these asymmetries of posture and movement do not necessarily equate to a faulty fixation within the true SIJ.\(^{28,29}\)

Two authors make noteworthy contributions to torsion theory in contrast to most writings, which simply reiterate the traditional theory and treatment without much debate. Osteopathic physician Dr. Myron C. Beal questioned the entire concept of torsions quite some time ago,\(^{30}\) while another
osteopathic physician, Dr. Theodore R. Jordan, suggests replacing the joint fixation model with a soft tissue asymmetry model, based on the segmented innervation of the multifidi muscles.\(^{21}\)

In contrast to Beal and Jordan, I believe that torsion is, in fact, a valid movement dysfunction of the SIJ, and that the lumbosacral facet motion is also altered. I believe this motion is significantly restricted, such that "lumbosacral-sacroiliac joint torsion" might be much more accurate than "sacroiliac torsion."

This complex pattern is worthy of being understood and applied, as opposed to being avoided completely. Unfortunately, as we have seen, SIJD, and especially torsions, tend to be esoteric for the majority. Therefore, more research is required to make SIJD diagnoses more accurate.

In his text *Principles of Manual Medicine*, Greenman summarized the challenge of the torsion concept with this statement: "Fortunately, biomechanical research into the pelvic girdle is increasing, and as new knowledge is acquired, the theoretical construct provided here may well need modification. Though the exact biomechanics of the torsional movements of the sacrum are unknown, the hypothetical left and right oblique axes are useful for descriptive purposes."\(^{32}\)

This chapter will present an alternate model of sacral torsion theory, along with an evaluation and treatment model that appears to be more user-friendly than the traditional protocol. In spite of controversy regarding SIJD in general,\(^{33-35}\) for me, evaluation and treatment have both personal and clinical utility.

The goal of this chapter is to share novel concepts regarding torsion within the overall topic of SIJD. By the end of the chapter, the reader should be able to name the four types of torsions using a clear and simple nomenclature, as well as effectively evaluate and treat them with a novel method. Torsions are complex for a number of reasons, which we will now explore.


**Torsion is difficult to visualize**

Several clinicians note that torsions present visual complexity. Physical therapist Allyn L. Woerman asserts, “sacral torsions are perhaps the hardest dysfunction to conceptualize,” which I readily affirm. Sacral torsion is a tri-plane movement dysfunction of the sacrum about an oblique axis. The axes are tri-planar, therefore, the motions about the axes are complex and difficult to visualize.

The primary motion is left or right rotation, occurring in the transverse plane. Sagittal plane flexion and extension and frontal plane side-bending are all lesser torsion motions. Flexion/extension and rotation are additive, such that the most obvious asymmetry of the sacrum will be that one sacral quadrant is notably posterior to the other three quadrants. The side-bending component is discernible, although more subtle.

In any given anatomical structure, three-dimensional biomechanics are both complex and challenging to visualize. In fact, the majority of clinicians typically evaluate motion one plane at a time. Perhaps a square lettered block, a child’s educational toy that is symmetrical at rest, is somewhat easier to visualize as making a positional change along an oblique axis (Fig. 2).

However, it is not as simple to visualize a structure as complex as the sacrum having 3-D motion. Figure 3 shows the sacrum in neutral rest position and in a position of torsion.

---

**Figure 3:** These images show the sacrum in neutral (A) and in each of the four torsion positions (B-E). The sacrum is a more complex structure than the block seen in Figure 2. The three-dimensional complexity of the sacrum does not require elaboration. For ease of visualization, a simplistic graphic representation is provided.
When a diagram demonstrates both axes together (Fig. 4), I find it even more difficult to interpret.\(^5\) The complexity of sacral torsion will be elaborated on throughout this chapter. Now, we will explore the semantic challenges of torsion.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** This is the sacrum with both oblique axes shown together. Showing both left and right oblique axes together adds another layer of complexity, in contrast to showing one axis at a time.

---

### Torsion terminology is problematic

Osteopathic physician Dr. Daniel D. Janiak informs us that: “Confusion in terminology occurs because there are numerous synonyms for terms, several models or systems of nomenclature used to define the biomechanics observed, different criteria describing dysfunctions in different systems, and several ways of naming dysfunctions.”\(^58\)

One osteopathic list of terminology contains more than a dozen different names for sacral torsions and their categories.\(^59\) I will make the assumption that the term “categories” is used here to describe variations, such as sacral shear and unilateral flexion/extension, which are not pure torsions. For clarity, I removed these two types from this list and will comment on them specifically later in this chapter.

---

\(^5\) Sometimes, the two oblique axes are also shown together with the two hypothetical transverse axes, which I defer demonstrating due to unnecessary complexity. Another SJD, posterior glide of the sacrum, does not appear in many works on SJD, and the A-P axis is, therefore, rarely encountered. This axis would also allow pure side-bending, which is rare, if valid. This is also true for the pure vertical axis, which would allow pure left and right sacral rotation. I previously espoused this pure rotation as more common than oblique axis torsions, but I now believe it is not a true joint rotation, but rather a unilateral spasm that blocks motion transferring through the sacrum. It looks like a rotation and altered ligament tone is present due to muscular attachments to SIJ ligaments, a concept that is not expressly addressed in detail in most works on SJD.

These terms on the list are: sacral torsion, anterior sacrum unilateral (Strachan model), posterior sacrum unilateral, forward torsion, left on right torsion, left on right torsion, right on right torsion, right on left torsion, and forward torsion. Some of the definitions that follow these terms, including those encountered in other works, are at times vague and imprecise, lacking in sufficient detail. Hence, any errors I make here are my own and are unintentional.

The complexity of the four types of torsions – L on L, L on R, R on R, R on L – is actually eclipsed by another category of sacral dysfunctions, called unilateral flexion and unilateral extension. It is counterintuitive and frustrating to have only a few landmarks for palpation, coupled with a few gross motion tests (macro-motions of spine and pelvis), which then lead to a complex biomechanical diagnosis with very confusing terminology.

Dysfunctions, such as unilateral sacral flexion and extension, truly seem untenable, as one has to imagine that the sacrum flexes/extends on one side only, which it surely cannot. How is it possible that a solid structure such as the sacrum can flex or extend on one side only?

The unilateral flexion/extension model seems irrelevant after utilizing a few more landmarks for palpation and visualization, and adding passive spring/micro-motion tests. Right or wrong, I interpret unilateral flexion/extension to be the same as torsion, except that the direction of side-bending is opposite of what it would otherwise be, for any of the four torsions.

Now that, if true, is extremely difficult to visualize and accept as possible, except perhaps in cases of
profound instability, such as fracture and dislocation. In three decades, I have never encountered a unilateral flexion/extension of the sacrum, though I have searched in earnest. This search utilized additional landmarks, multiple passive spring/micro-motion tests with the spine and pelvis in neutral, end-range flexion and extension, in addition to the traditional screen.

Sacral shears are also a variant of torsions, and like the unilateral flexion/extensions, they are so similar as to create difficulty in conceptualizing them. I will defer elaboration on shears as the same reasoning applies to them as the unilateral flexion/extensions. Torsions do share a similar, albeit lesser complexity. Ultimately, however, torsions can be understood with small changes in nomenclature and in the method of screening.

**Torsion nomenclature should be changed for clarity**

I submit that clarity can be established with minor changes in the torsion nomenclature. One suggestion is to avoid the abbreviated terms, such as L on L or left on left, R on R or right on right, as they do not convey enough information. The formal, traditional terms should be used, such as left torsion on left axis. These phrases can be further clarified by stating that the axis is an *oblique* axis, as in "left torsion on left oblique axis," which does appear in the literature, although not consistently.

Completely replacing the term "torsion" with "rotation" is congruent with terminology used at nearly all other joints in the body. For example, "left rotation on left oblique axis." Lastly, an additional enhancement can be made by reminding the clinician that the upper orientation of the axis will denote whether it is a left or right axis. Adding the term *upper* to the axis can be clarifying, such as "right rotation on upper left oblique axis." Further simplification, which, in my opinion, adds semantic clarity, is described below.

Compare and contrast the new nomenclature below with the traditional naming schema. The comparison is enhanced in Table 1, which also lists position and spring/micro-motion test results. The new nomenclature seems much easier to visualize and understand, and the specific treatment required is implied within the definition.

Specifically, the therapeutic mobilizing force is applied to the prominent and blocked sacral quadrant. The palpation and spring/micro-motion test findings also seem much easier to communicate from one clinician to another.

---

The following terminology is suggested as the most ideal improvement over the traditional.

1. **Posterior left lower sacral quadrant with blocked P-A spring**, instead of left on left sacral torsion, or left rotation on left upper oblique axis.

2. **Posterior left upper sacral quadrant with blocked P-A spring**, instead of left on right sacral torsion, or left rotation on right upper oblique axis.

3. **Posterior right upper sacral quadrant with blocked P-A spring**, instead of right on left sacral torsion, or right rotation on left upper oblique axis.

4. **Posterior right lower sacral quadrant with blocked P-A spring**, instead of right on right sacral torsion, or right rotation on right upper oblique axis.
Table 1: This table shows the four lumbosacral-sacroiliac torsions with new nomenclature and traditional sacral torsion nomenclature. Lumbosacral is a term that reminds the reader that the lumbosacral facets are part of the torsion SJD. On the left column the new terminology is contrasted with the traditional. Across the top row, the palpatory and spring/micro-motion test findings are addressed, while the gross/macro-motion tests from the traditional evaluation model are not, because the spring/micro-motion tests are, by their very nature, much more precise. *These are only included for the sake of completeness. As stated in this chapter, it is not necessary to screen the superior/inferior position and mobility of the ILAs, as these components resolve when the primary rotation is corrected.
Another significant shift in general nomenclature would be to lucidly demarcate the SIJ and the bony pelvis. The bony pelvis and the SIJ are not one and the same, and their distinctions should not be blurred. This is of paramount relevance. In spite of using biomechanical terminology of the SIJ, clinicians are often inadvertently describing movement dysfunction of the entire pelvis, which couples with the hips and trunk. A person who has a solid, bilateral fusion of the SIJ can only have movement of the bony pelvis. These individuals can still have asymmetries with the traditional palpation and gross/macro-motion tests—a significant example of false-positive tests.

Surely, a change in semantic and biomechanical theory is mandated for asymmetries within this population. In fact, this suggestion applies to all patient populations. Dropping the term sacroiliac joint dysfunction and replacing it with lumbopelvic-hip dysfunction is reasonable and congruent with the prevailing research whenever one is describing asymmetry of pelvic landmarks or asymmetry of motion palpation (traditional tests).

Unfortunately, many well-meaning clinicians perpetuate inaccuracy, stating observations such as “your pelvis (or sacroiliac or hip) is out,” and so on. Asymmetry of the pelvis does not equate with joint fixation of the SIJ, and balancing the pelvis in static and dynamic traditional SIJ contexts does not mean that the SIJ was “manipulated, adjusted, or corrected.” However, many clinicians naively embrace this belief system and abandon other explanations. This statement cannot be adequately emphasized.

The SIJ and bony pelvis are sometimes properly treated together. Other times they are treated individually. When treated collectively, the term “lumbopelvic-hip complex” is appropriate.

The use of the term “lumbopelvic” has recently provoked some heated debate, and perhaps it will continue to be on the radar of manual therapists and passionate clinicians.

Three recent articles use the term “lumbopelvic” in the title or the body text, which indicates that the term is probably here to stay, regardless of any controversy. More can be encountered, using a PubMed.gov Internet search, which span a spectrum of disciplines, even when one limits the search to 2010 and 2011.

“Spinopelvic” is another proximal semantic term encountered in the search. Evaluating and treating pathomechanics of the pelvis as separate and distinct with regards to the SIJ should be a normative practice for any and all biomechanically based clinicians. The creative clinician needs to bridge the two topics of so-called SIJD and pathomechanics of the pelvis—a separate, albeit linked, phenomenon.

The bony pelvis can move in three-dimensional space, independent of the SIJ, which means that SIJ motion does not necessarily occur with normative pelvic motions, at least not until very end-range postures. This distinction is so fundamental that the pelvic mechanics are addressed in nearly all works on hip and on gait mechanics. The pelvis has a relationship with the hip below and the trunk above, so that biomechanical dysfunction of one is clinically relevant to the other.

Unfortunately, there are distinct limits in the body of literature with respect to clinical intervention directed at specifically restoring normative biomechanics of the bony pelvis, as opposed to the many interventions directed at the SIJ, hip, extremity, and trunk. There seems to be an

---

*(This can seem very unintuitive for those who have been exposed to SIJD. While the sacrum may, in fact, forward-bend about a transverse axis upon arising, such as supine to sit to stand, it does not continue to move during gait and normal ADLs. Rather, it compresses, then acts as a moving three-dimensional force transducer. Try this as a demonstration: Place a fist inside the other hand with full contact to represent the compression. Now, keep them locked and move them about in multiple directions. The concept will become self-evident.)*
unspoken belief that directly restoring hip function translates to restored pelvic function, and this I have found to be untrue at times.

I find it necessary to specifically apply a fulcrum with mild force for five minutes to improve or restore pelvic pathomechanics, such as side-glide, anterior and posterior glide, transverse plane rotation, and so on. Treating the other aforementioned structures does not attain the same results.

My work includes a novel treatment method directed at restoring normal mechanics of the bony pelvis, and separately, a novel treatment method for SIJD, within a whole-body intervention. The term “bony pelvis” is used to speak only of motion of the entire pelvis, in the absence of concomitant SIJ motion. In my community, one can readily encounter the elderly who have had a hip or knee replacement, yet still ambulate with a (treatable) pelvic side-glide fixation. Their pelvises are off-set to one side, in stance and during gait.

This is most likely a residual preoperative strategy for pain reduction through reduced unilateral weight-bearing, which remains as a non-functional postoperative pattern. This dysfunction is unfortunate, and a reasonable conclusion would be that the mechanics of the pelvis are inadequately treated during postoperative hip and knee rehabilitation.

I believe that an intervention, such as the Hesch Method, for this population would be highly appropriate, for the purpose of preventing or minimizing wear and tear on joints in the lower half of the body. In fact, treating this side-glide, if it is present, is one of the first things I do when treating any type of SIJD. Sometimes, it is too subtle to be observed, and I always screen for it with passive spring/micro-motion tests, regardless of whether or not I suspect it to be present.

In summary, the hope is that precise biomechanical nomenclature will encourage optimal treatment by addressing the correct singular or interrelated structures. Treatment techniques are not static, but rather evolve with improved basic science and clinical science.

**Figure 5:** Here we see a matchbook with an oblique axis. Although a matchbook is sometimes used to represent a sacrum in continuing education classes and writings, it is a very inadequate representation, further adding to confusion. In the photo on the right, the image has rotated about the oblique axis so that the left lower quadrant is, in fact, the most prominent one. However, the side-bending component cannot be visualized, as it is completely absent. Mentally translating this matchbook image to that of a sacrum is problematic to the image of a sacrum.
Inadequate Teaching Methods

Multiple formal and informal surveys from 2001 through the present indicate that torsion nomenclature and teaching methods are apparently inadequate. In spite of exposure to torsion theory and application from several sources, few physical therapists go on to evaluate and treat torsions in their daily clinical practice. This confusion regarding nomenclature and clinical application happens even though the majority of the survey takers had previous exposure to torsion concepts through their professional education, continuing education, and clinical exposure.

Unfortunately, torsion theory and treatment fail many physical therapists, whether they have bachelor's, master's, or clinical doctorate and Ph.D. degrees. Fortunately, those who take my seminar find the concepts much easier to grasp due to the use of clearer language, breaking up the sacrum into four quadrants and explaining that motion will be blocked in one quadrant for each type of torsion.

By deferring focus on the axis and explaining that the side-bending component will resolve by addressing the stuck quadrant (rotation), students readily grasp the concept. Treatment is simple, straightforward, and logical. Feedback tallied from the last two seminars (June and July 2011) showed that before the seminar, 10 percent of the students indicated they could effectively treat torsions. This number increased to 94 percent after the seminar.

I have taken various classes in physical therapy and manual therapy, which included topics such as muscle energy technique (MET), strain/counter strain, massage, orthobionomy, positional release, and other forms of mobilization and manipulation. In many of these classes that addressed sacral torsion, participants were given a matchbook with an inscribed axis, as a tool to visualize torsion. The instructor would ask us to imagine that “this matchbook is a sacrum moving on an oblique axis,” as pictured in Figure 5. This matchbook teaching has shown up in a very comprehensive lumbopelvic-hip chapter, and can probably be found in other texts as well.

Surely, a matchbook does not have any resemblance to a sacrum in the frontal, sagittal, and transverse planes. A simple solution is readily available – purchasing inexpensive sacral models or flexible pelvic models. Wires from metal coat hangers, cut in four-inch lengths, dowels, or pencils are useful for representing the physical axes. For decades, I used these sacral anatomical models with tangible axes. The seminar participants and I have found this method helps immensely in developing the skill of visualizing torsions. Physically moving the sacrum on the physical axis is more lucid, tangible, and visually accurate.

In addition to better teaching tools, students need more time to acquire manual skills. This additional investment in hands-on education would help ensure that skill sets become more consistent among practitioners. Post-course surveys indicate that we can improve our traditional evaluation and treatment model so the majority of clinicians become comfortable with sacral torsions.

True clinical knowledge is reflected in behavior. If a technique is not easily understood and utilized, it may fall off the radar of contemporary topics worthy of research. My hope is that torsion research will be encouraged as more educators and clinicians better understand the subject matter. Research will determine the degree of utility, validity, inter- and intra-rater reliability, sensitivity, and specificity as they relate to evaluation and treatment.

Not only is the theoretical model a challenge to understand, but the traditional treatment methods are rather complex as well, which is our next topic in this chapter.

---
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Treatment is unnecessarily complex

The treatment technique for torsion can be rather complex. The following is a typical treatment sequence for a left on left sacral torsion, using muscle energy technique.1

1. Patient in left lateral Sims position, close to edge of table, right arm over side of table, left arm behind and on table.

2. Operator faces patient, palpates lumbosacral junction.

3. Operator flexes patient’s legs (knees and feet together) until motion felt at sacral side of L5 junction.

4. Patient’s legs maintained in this position against operator’s abdomen, hips, or thighs.

5. Operator’s right hand now moved to patient’s right shoulder. As patient exhales, instructed to reach to floor with right hand. Operator maintains pressure on right shoulder. Repeat until L5 is rotated to left.

6. Operator’s left hand moves to patient’s feet, which are placed off edge of table, and pressed downward.

7. Patient instructed to push feet to ceiling as operator maintains pressure on patient’s feet and monitors L5 junction.

8. When patient relaxes, slack is taken up by operator with left hand.

9. Repeat step seven two or three times. (Right sacral base should be felt to move posteriorly.)

10. Rested! Note: A variation allows the operator to sit on the table with the left hand monitoring the sacral base, while the right hand resists elevation of patient’s legs toward ceiling.

I find the above positioning to be a challenge for both patient and practitioner. Theoretically, it seems possible that these positions and forces could challenge acute clients in severe pain and could place a pathological disc at risk. In spite of four photos to accompany the above text, the positioning and treatment method is, for me, quite challenging. I have never incorporated it into my care. Instead, I developed a model of torsion evaluation and treatment that made sense to me, one that I could apply on a daily basis with much simpler and direct force application.

During a time of medical disability, I needed to develop a treatment method that used short levers with small forces, as opposed to the challenging techniques that were hard on my body. The treatment techniques I developed are easy to understand and apply, as are the self-treatments, which will be presented at the end of the chapter. For now, we will move on to review research on sacral torsion, as well as general SIJD.

SIJ and Torsion Research

Torsion research is limited

Torsions are nearly always described as being a normal motion that occurs during the gait cycle, but this concept has been indirectly discouraged by some clinicians and educators, who essentially dismiss the overall validity of the clinical concept of SIJD, except in females during the peri-partum state and with hormonal cycles.2,45

The general disbelief in SIJD is based on several factors, such as a lack of validation in imaging and anatomical studies, very limited motion in the joint in the average person, and many studies that report limited inter-examiner reliability of position tests and gross/macro-motion tests.245 These studies also reference controversy with a limited number of viable pain provocative tests described by other researchers.245

Specific tissue isolation with these pain provocation
tests has not been identified, and some of the force traverses the hip, the SJJ, and the lower lumbar spine and lumbosacral junction. These tests, when positive as a cluster (not singularly), do correlate with a positive response to SJJ injection.

A valid concern with this pain-provocation model is that, in spite of the fact that many clients have lumbopelvic asymmetries, the majority have negative pain tests, and treatment should not be avoided based on these negative pain tests, especially with respect to the philosophy of wellness and prevention, and on regional interdependence of somatic structures.

It is noteworthy that there are no imaging studies to validate or negate the theory that torsion motion occurs during gait. Though many clinicians who treat the SJJ accept this torsion-gait model as fact, it may be that the sacrum does not move in torsion during gait, at least not to the degree that it can be discerned by simple palpation motion testing. Palpation will discern altered muscle tone, or pelvic asymmetry with gross/macro-motion tests, which may be misinterpreted as sacral motion. It is reasonable and timely that the theoretical construct of torsions is being challenged.

Not a single clinical torsion article was encountered using a PubMed search (September 27, 2011) with key words “sacral torsion.” Yet, there is an abundance of basic science in vivo and in vitro studies that demonstrate torsional motion and torsional forces through the pelvis and SJJ.

One author presents detailed reviews of the literature and describes how he performs torsion mobilization on patients. A single photo showing manual contact on the sacrum appears to demonstrate a rotational and side-bending force application. The description was rather general, stating: “This movement restriction was reversible, as manual treatment in accordance with the biomechanics of these joints could restore the normal motion.”

Osteopathic physician Dr. Fred L. Mitchell informs us that the torsion concept was well-established in the osteopathic profession prior to 1958, with some seminal work on this concept performed in the 1940s by osteopathic physician Dr. Harold Magoun and others. It is noteworthy that sacral torsion has not undergone a conclusive clinical outcomes study per the PubMed search using the key phrase “sacral torsion.” Imaging studies of clients who present with torsions are needed to contrast pre- and post-intervention findings. Evolution of the torsion paradigm will happen with time, energy, research, education, clinical funding, and – most importantly – professional commitment. Although articles on theory and technique exist, there is a significant knowledge gap regarding the clinical benefit of torsion therapy, and published studies are very much in need.

In the next two sections, we will look at some research that is being used to discourage general SJJ treatment, as well as some published works that encourage treatment for SJJD.

**Some research discourages SJJ treatment**

Several prominent motion studies appear in works that strive to negate the SJJD concept. Research by Dr. Niels Egund and, separately, Dr. Bengt Sturesson describe an average of less than two millimeters of SJJ glide and less than two degrees of rotation. These studies looked at several end-range postures and the standing hip flexion SJJ test. To perform the test, the posterior superior iliac spines (PSISs) are palpated, with the client standing and flexing one hip to 90 degrees and back to neutral, then repeating it on the other side. Asymmetrical total excursion is purported to indicate a motion dysfunction of the SJJ.

Sturesson effectively negated the basic premise of the standing hip flexion test. This is not a true SJJ movement test – it primarily measures movement of the entire pelvis on the contralateral femoral head, not of the SJJ. Thus, any trunk, pelvic, or lower extremity muscle or joint or movement strategy imbalance could adversely affect the test.

The Egund and Sturesson motion studies are frequently cited by clinicians and authors who discourage clinical intervention for SJJD.
the opinion that the minimal motion in the SIJ may not be perceived by most clinicians. These studies may be over-interpreted, however, as they do not take into account the fact that the SIJ lies deep within the pelvis, and that positional and spring/micro-motion tests have a leverage effect because they act at a distance. Therefore, small motions will be amplified.

A two-millimeter glide dysfunction in one ilium, an opposite directional glide in the opposite ilium, and a two-millimeter glide in the symphysis pubis are additive, and one can do the same with two degrees of rotation at each of the three joints. The concept is worthy of consideration regarding motion perceived through passive tests, but not with gross/macro-motion, such as the standing hip flexion test.

There is one caveat: It is a fundamental principle that when motion is taken up in one direction, such as in flexion, there is a concomitant reduction in available side-bending and rotation, and predictive quantification is difficult.

Rather than use this data to discourage evaluation of the pelvis and SIJ, it is my belief that we need to re-evaluate the manner in which evaluation it is taught. Inter-tester reliability may improve if more time is spent teaching this important part of a thorough musculoskeletal evaluation. Repetition throughout the educational process is also a relevant consideration. It is supported by greater inter-tester reliability among clinicians with three to five years of experience, in comparison to those with six months of experience.73 74

Research on the Hesch Method concluded that seven of 10 passive spring/micro-motion tests and 12 of 15 positional tests demonstrated clinical usefulness of 70 percent or greater inter-tester agreement, and no single test had less than 60 percent agreement.75 76 Hesch Method evaluates passive motion in non-weight-bearing contexts, such that the upright compressive and ligamentous forces, described by Sturesson as limiting SIJ mobility, are significantly reduced. The form and force closure effect on the joint stability in upright posture are significantly reduced when spring/micro-motion tests are performed in supine, prone, and side-lying, which determines the unloaded behavior of the structure. The spring/micro-motion tests have a much greater utility than the traditional movement tests in isolating the SIJ. These spring/micro-motion tests are simply an enhancement to the standard orthopedic manual physical therapy tests performed in all other joints in the body.

It is worth noting that Egund’s and Sturesson’s studies demonstrated motions at or near end-range positions of the trunk and limbs. I submit that forces go through the joint during the gait cycle, but that these forces are compressive, as opposed to torsional, and true motion, such as sacrum moving on the ilia, happens only at end-range. This hypothesis is worthy of further inquiry.

Sturesson explained that, on the weight-bearing side, SIJ mobility would be considerably restricted through compressive form (joint shape stability) and force closure (external muscle and ligament effect on stability), and that ligamentous tightening would also restrict motion contralaterally. Egund’s and Sturesson’s studies conflict significantly with other motion studies that use magnetic markers on external pelvic bony landmarks and show significantly greater SIJ motion.

The studies using magnetic markers correlate with palpatory motions in revealing significant motion of extra-articular landmarks – specifically, the bony pelvis. In contrast, Egund’s and Sturesson’s studies evaluate true intra-articular motion. The bony pelvis does move on the femoral heads in standing, and asymmetry of the pelvic landmarks does not validate that the SIJ is the cause of that asymmetry. That belief has been negated and reinterpretation is timely.

Additionally, a study by Dr. Tycho Tullberg of Sweden suggests that there is no intra-articular reposi-
tioning with SIJ manipulation, which effectively discourages this treatment. However, the sample size was small (10), and more than 90 percent of the SIJ tests went from positive to negative after intervention, which is a very unusual occurrence, which I do not experience in the clinic.

The treatment method was atypical, utilizing four different techniques – again, not a usual clinical practice. Lastly, no mention of the type of SIJD was made, such as a sacral torsion, an anterior ilium, or pubic bone downslip, as though SIJD was a mechanically non-specific condition, which it is not. Obviously, cautious interpretation is advised.

Research by Gali Dar, an Israeli physical therapist and instructor at Tel Aviv University, discourages traditional mobilization in older age groups based on degenerative changes reducing motion. Using 3-D CT scans, it was revealed that six percent of males ages 20 to 39 and 47 percent of males ages 80 and above had fused SIJs. Interestingly, only three percent of females ages 22 to 93 were fused.

At times, radiographs create a false sense of objective validation of SIJD and SIJ disease. A very relevant and perhaps obscure fact is that none of these “objective radiological studies” measured the presence or absence of concomitant motion in the symphysis pubis, which, by design, always occurs with SIJ motion.

It is objectively established that a radiographic positional artifact is readily perceived with minimal axial rotation of the subject’s trunk and pelvis, such that the Gonstead Method of radiographic analysis easily renders false positives for so-called SIJD. This is a chiropractic technique, which must be interpreted cautiously, and perhaps should not be utilized to diagnose SIJ motion dysfunction. The Gonstead study applies only to supine radiographs, though standing films plausibly suffer from the same drawbacks.

A separate study affirmed that the appearance of a transverse plane rotation in radiographs does not accurately correlate with actual degrees of rotation in supine posture on the X-ray table. A recent retrospective study indicates that radiographs in the prone position, in addition to conventional pelvic or lumbar spine views, did not provide any significant additional information in the majority of patients. Asymmetry of left and right SIJ and pelvic bony development is not uncommon, adding further caution to radiographic interpretation of purported SIJD.

Given the conflicting research, should the cautious clinician proceed and treat the SIJ region traditionally, or avoid the problem entirely? Neither answer provides satisfaction. A new paradigm needs to emerge to balance our perspective on the topic. First, we will review research that encourages SIJ treatment, to seek a balanced perspective on this controversy.

Some research encourages SIJ and lumbopelvic treatment

Some clinicians report beneficial responses to SIJ manipulation. Several studies demonstrate there is clinical utility in reducing muscular inhibition of the abdominals and quadriceps by treating the SIJ. Studies also suggest treatment of the SIJ for altering lumbopelvic recruitment and active straight leg raising neuromuscular strategies and respiratory function, as well as for reducing urinary urgency, pelvic pain, and other genitourinary symptoms, including interstitial cystitis.

Physical therapist Michael T. Cibulka has elucidated a relationship between impairments in the SIJ, hip, and subtalar joint restrictions, while physical therapist Rinus Voorn has made the case that

---

*6. Sometimes, radiographs give the false impression of pathology or fusion of the SIJ, when contrasted with CT scans. Radiographs of the SIJ must be interpreted cautiously. Conventional pelvic CT can provide valuable information concerning the SIJ, and the CT appearance of the SIJ is closely related to the patient’s age, gender, and BMI.
a backward rotation fixation of the right ilium may have changed the kinematic chain of the lower extremity and caused a tendinitis in the Achilles tendon of the affected leg.

Perhaps some of the treatment techniques did not actually isolate the SIJ. Instead, they may have encompassed lumbar segments and retro-articular SIJ soft tissues. These structures, including muscles, tendons, ligaments, and the joint capsule, are richly innervated with mechanoreceptors that influence muscle function through a variety of feedback loops.  

No doubt, manipulation – even if not specific to the SIJ – can influence these receptors in the lumbopelvic region. All manual therapists should be knowledgeable regarding these powerful influences on muscle tone, muscle strength, endurance, and pain. SIJ mobilization or manipulation can certainly have a clinical effect, but the treatment may have less specificity than purported, and it may affect the surrounding soft tissues, rather than reposition the joint. Additional research may shed more light on the subject.

Dr. Naotoshi Sakamoto and team suggest that the SIJ may be a source of low back pain, as the majority of mechanoreceptors (97 percent) are Type III nociceptors, the other three percent being proprioceptors.  

Dr. Karolina M. Szadek and her fellow researchers performed a detailed histological study of the intra-articular and extra-articular SIJ nociceptors. Researcher and orthopedic surgeon Dr. Eiichi Murakami performed a remarkably enlightening injections study effectively countering the belief that injection into the SIJ is a “gold standard” in terms of diagnosing the SIJ alone as the pain generator.

Murakami and colleagues performed intra-articular injections in 25 consecutive patients. The SIJ injection provided relief in only nine of the 25, or 36 percent. Among the following 25, who received peri-articular (primary ligaments and soft tissues) injection, 100 percent achieved pain relief. The researchers concluded that when SIJD is a painful local condition, pain generation is not from the intrinsic portion of the joint in the majority, and terms such as extra-articular or peri-articular SIJ pain may be more cogen. Repeat studies are needed.

Given the significant overlap of the relevant lumbar and sacral dermatomes, sclerotomes, and sensory nerves encompassing L2-L3-L4-L5-S1-S2-S3, cautious interpretation is mandated. It should be mentioned that current thinking is to use a cluster of tests, such that a positive SIJ injection would require positive mechanical tests, congruent with the history and overall presentation, in order to diagnosis mechanical (as opposed to inflammatory) SIJD.

Injection can reduce overall pain along the extrinsic pathways of these nerve levels, reducing pain that is of primary lumbar segment origin. Therefore, the term “gold standard” is overstated when it comes to diagnosing the SIJ as the primary pain generator. It seems reasonable to also perform lumbar injection, and contrast those results with the SIJ injection.

Anatomically, the lumbar spine is connected to the sacrum via the last lumbar disc, the lumbosacral facet joints, and proximal soft tissues. The lower lumbar segments are connected to the ilia via the iliolumbar ligaments and other proximal soft tissues. The SIJ shares a similar connection with the bony pelvis and hip. This deepens the complexity of isolating the primary pain generator in structures that have a similar neural pathway.

This complexity is certainly humbling to those clinicians who accept the clinical reality, insightfully stated by osteopathic physician Dr. Alvin Stoddard, “The differential diagnosis between sacroiliac dysfunction and low back pain is difficult.”

New Zealand physiotherapist, researcher, and professor Dr. Mark Laslett has described some diagnostic success with a small cluster of manual pain provocation tests, as they correlate well with positive SIJ injections. Cautious interpretation is warranted.
because these tests also stress the lumbar spine and the hip, and because of the limitations of the “gold-standard” diagnostic injection, as stated above.

The ability to specifically isolate the majority of the force application to the SIJ and not the hip or lumbar spine has yet to be thoroughly researched. It seems as though these studies and their impact on the profession provide a sense of permission-granting to treat the SIJ with manual procedures. However, many more clients have faulty posture and faulty motion coupling in the lumbopelvic-hip region, such that a biomechanical model, rather than a pain-provocation model alone, may be more appropriate for this population. I submit that both models have relevance in differing populations. Hands-on clinicians may be frustrated with limited the ability to confidently reproduce or rule out SIJ pain.

A biomechanical perspective encourages treatment to enhance posture and mobility of the pelvis, hip, SIJ, and proximal structures. Reduction in pain may be facilitated by enhancing function through the restoration of optimal posture, movement, muscle tone and length, and so on. This encapsulates my philosophy regarding movement testing versus pain provocation with manual tests. In support of movement testing, next we will discuss a fluoroscopy study.

This very unique and enlightening SIJ movement study was presented by the orthopedist Dr. Thomas N. Bernard, who demonstrated SIJ motion with a small cluster of pain provocation, gross/macro-motion, and spring/micro-motion tests applied to the sacrum and the ilia with real-time fluoroscopy. Perhaps appearing paradoxical, the fluoroscopy video seemed to clearly convey that motion transfers through the SIJ, and it is functionally relevant and of normative anatomy, physiology, and biomechanics.

This finding is much more relevant than the concept that motion occurs only within the SIJ. It is rather striking to note that all the motion induced via traditional tests and via spring/micro-motion tests provoked a similar response in the joint – compression and recoil. This is quite different from the anticipated rotation and glide, and it seems fitting for a joint that has a primary function as a shock absorber and three-dimensional force transducer.

Perhaps the joint does, in fact, function with compression and recoil throughout much of the articular surfaces during normal motions of the body, whereas end-range positions with large passive forces – such as superincumbent body weight and especially external ones – are required to induce true joint fixation.

The insight of physical therapist and professor Joan M. Walker, stated here, resonates with my belief: “The minimal range of motion present in probably most of the population casts doubt on whether therapists can detect 1 to 3 degrees or 1 to 3 millimeters of motion occurring specifically at the SIJ. Perhaps the term ‘play’ should be used when referring to the SIJ, as ‘motion’ connotes the idea of a quantity of motion similar to other synovial joints, which does not appear to be the case.”

Re-interpretation of the SIJ paradigm, as opposed to overall dismissal, seems prudent. This fluoroscopy study significantly altered my paradigm to one of acknowledging that structures extrinsic to the SIJ could reduce physiological motion that ideally moves through the SIJ.
SIJD is More Common in Females

There is one aspect of SIJD that the majority of clinicians agree upon, including even the most strident deniers of the general SIJD paradigm. The vast majority acknowledge that SIJD in the female is a valid paradigm due to gender-specific anatomy and physiology, including hormonal influences, pregnancy, and birth mechanics, which, of course, can be enhanced by passive trauma or repetitive strain in the adult female. Therefore, clinicians should become very skilled in treating this population. To do otherwise would be an archaic form of gender-specific insensitivity and prejudice.

Studies through several decades have addressed the problems of pain, vulnerability, and hypomobility of the sacroiliac joint and symphysis pubis during the menstrual cycle, as well as during and after pregnancy. Contributing factors include increased levels of the hormones relaxin and estrogen, the growing fetus, and the birthing mechanics.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] In life, female pelvices are more mobile than male pelvices, perhaps making them more vulnerable to having late-life SIJD. Early postpartum females have significantly larger distances of the inter-pubic gap with significantly different radiographic signal density, indicating much greater water content in the cartilage.[15] The role of hormonal influence and pregnancy on SIJD is worthy of continued exploration. While hypomobility is frequently cited in the literature and by clinicians treating this population, hypomobility and treatable joint fixation are also highly relevant, yet under-appreciated. These issues are addressed in an interesting case study, which follows shortly.

Paradoxically, sometimes a clinician erroneously assumes that pain is caused by a late pregnancy pelvic joint instability, when the problem is actually a true SIJ fixation. In spite of the SIJ and symphysis pubis fixation, the client can still feel as if she is coming apart in the symphysis pubis and SIJ. How is this paradox possible? Nociception from visceral structures, such as the uterus and bladder, can provoke the subjective sensation of pelvic joint instability. For example, pressure on the bladder, compounded by posture and the expanding uterus, stimulates the organs’ stretch receptors/nociceptors. The visceral pain generators may easily facilitate referred pain, as the viscera and joints may have a shared proximal nerve supply.

In a recent case study, I treated severe, late pregnancy pelvic pain, subjectively described by the client as “severe instability,” in a one-hour session with immediate and lasting benefit. The hands-on-on screen indicated a lack of SIJ and symphysis pubis mobility. Treatment consisted of restoring anterior glide mobility of the sacrum and postero-medial mobility of the ilia, and then releasing a bilateral anterior pelvic tilt. Low load and long duration force application was used to optimize comfort during treatment and encourage viscoelastic creep [deformation of the connective tissues. This treatment type is a fundamental concept of the Hesch Method. The client moved in a very protective manner, using a narrow base of support, and she kept her knees together when performing positional changes, such as rolling to the side, sit to stand, and so on. She certainly appeared to have pelvic instabil-

Viscoelastic creep is a fundamental property of connective tissue, and it is relevant as a treatment technique. A constant load applied will cause initial elongation or deformation of the tissue, as this engages the elastic component. Releasing the force allows a return to normal length. A prolonged, constant force will take the structure beyond the elastic limit and start to induce a lasting length change. Elasticity describes the property that allows a return to original length. Viscous refers to flow or deformation. Creep is deformation over time. This concept is well understood by myofascial therapists, and I hope that, in time, it will become the new standard of practice for joint mobilization/manipulation. At present, by definition, joint manipulation implies a low-to-moderate amplitude, high-velocity thrust, and reformatting the definition would have to be part of the viscoelastic creep paradigm change.
ity, yet she actually had pelvic joint hypomobility with joint fixation. This case study is iconoclastic, and contrary to the literature, challenging the prevailing paradigm of pregnancy-induced, symptomatic pelvic joint hypermobility.

In this client, the benefit of a single intervention to restore lost mobility in the pelvic joints went beyond simply reducing acute pain, the sensation of instability, and antalgia. Treatment also significantly improved bladder control and reduced long-term pain diagnosed as interstitial cystitis. Benefits lasted more than nine months, at which time she returned for a single intervention for low back pain.

The treatment that restored joint mobility also improved her pelvic posture, showing that one cannot isolate the joint mobilization to a single effect, as SIJ motion restoration also improved pelvic posture. It seems reasonable that posterior sacral glide fixation may have caused excessive tension on the lower sacral nerves. The lower sacral nerves do contribute to the nerve supply of the pelvic floor and lower pelvic viscera.

The sacrotuberous and sacrospinous ligaments were hypertonic, and this may have affected tension and compression along the proximal pathway of the pudendal nerve. One can reasonably argue that pelvic hypermobility was a pre-existing condition, which allowed the joint to move into a stuck position. This would be congruent with the client's soft tissue type.

Alternately, the SIJ and pelvic restriction may have preceded the pregnancy. Regardless of validity, the successful intervention was antithetical to traditional care – which addresses purported pelvic joint instability – and most likely facilitated the relative “ease of delivery.” In this example, a functional activity screening would not have been as informative as hands-on passive joint movement testing, typically referred to as spring/micro-motion testing. This method of spring/micro-motion movement testing will be addressed in detail later on.

**SIJD misdiagnoses in a female**

SIJD is not only difficult to diagnose, it is also, unfortunately, easy to misdiagnose as well. Such misdiagnoses can lead to protracted, costly, and ineffective treatment. Regardless of the best of intention, some traditional and alternative or complementary health practitioners sometimes tend to medicalize SIJD diagnoses, when, oftentimes, rational, early intervention can provide significant and lasting benefit.

The term medicalize refers to the process of giving a greater significance to a simple condition, and assigning a protracted time frame – a chronicity – to the condition. For example, in a healthy person, a bruise is a short-lived phenomenon, whereas chronic diabetes is a lasting medical condition. The bruise does not need protracted care, but diabetes does.

Most cases of SIJD should swiftly resolve if appropriate care is provided early on. I recently treated a client who – despite three imaging studies to the contrary – had been misdiagnosed with instability of the SIJ and symptesis pubis instability. On her initial visit to me, she presented with a simple case of treatable bony pelvic asymmetry. The client is now self-managing the SIJ/pelvic asymmetry, and it may well resolve. It did not behave like an unstable SIJ. She required only one visit to address it with manual therapy, and she was then taught self-management.

In contrast to this approach, she had received care that had exceeded $15,000 dollars in out-of-pocket expenses, with no apparent end in sight – all this for purported “SIJ instability.” She also had lower abdominal neuropathies that, unknown to her previous care provider, contraindicated that type of care she was receiving.

This client had severe lumbar pathology as well, validated by pain provocation tests, including...
lumbar spring tests, which were congruent with the imaging studies.

She and her husband had received conflicting information for a protracted period of time, and the SIJ was given too much credibility. This case study is a perfect example of the problems that arise when the wrong diagnosis is medicalized, as well as the types of problems we face with SIJD diagnoses. As research adds to the knowledge base, patient care will continue to improve. Hopefully, a team approach will also help foster optimal care.

**Other causes for SIJ instability**

In addition to hormones and pregnancy, there are other causes of hypermobility. True SIJ instability is clearly established as related to lumbar fusion. Traumatic instability is also present in the pediatric population.

Now that we have explored some causes for bona fide SIJD and a misdiagnosis, we can leave the theoretical and move onto the practical, starting with the palpatory evaluation of the sacrum.

---

**Torsion Evaluation**

**Sacral palpation**

The screen for torsion involves a few sacral palpation tests, which are used to determine anterior to posterior (A-P) symmetry on the dorsal surface of the sacrum. This includes the sacral base, the sacral sulci, and the dorsal surface of the inferolateral angles (ILAs). The undersides of the ILAs are also screened to assess symmetry, or the presence of a side-bending fixation.

Palpation of the sacral sulci can be problematic, as a change in the sacral sulci does not necessarily describe a positional change of the sacrum. It only gives information about the relationship of the PSIs and the sacrum, with a considerable amount of deformable soft tissue in between. One could have an altered ilium and a normal sacrum, again with an altered sulcus. Increased muscle and tendon mass, such as unilateral hypotonicity of the multifidi, along with erector spinae muscles and tendons overlying the sacrum, can cause a false positive palpation test.

Research has shown that electrical stimulation of the dorsal SI joint capsule does provoke the greatest response in the multifidi, while ventral stimulation facilitates the gluteus maximus and quadratus lumborum. These receptors also respond to inflammation and mechanical deformation. In response to injury, these receptors and muscles can cause observable and palpable lumbopelvic-hip asymmetry, in the absence of glide or rotation in the SIJ. In conclusion, the asymmetry of sacral sulcus depth needs to be addressed within several contexts, and ILA asymmetry alone is a poor indicator of mechanical SIJD.

The ILA screen is used to determine anterior/posterior and superior/inferior position of the sacrum, which presents a unique challenge. Due to developmental asymmetry, the uneven ILAs can give a false positive, so additional sacral landmarks need to be used to reduce error, after which movement tests must be performed.

Altered soft tissue tone of the sacrotuberous and sacrospinous ligaments can be a direct result of altered muscle tone. Pelvic postural asymmetry will alter muscle tone. Several muscles originate or insert on the sacrum, and partially on the sacrotuberous and sacrospinous ligaments. These ligaments can be hypo- or hypertonic in direct response to altered muscle tone, such as the pelvic floor, hip rotators and extenders and even the long head of the biceps femoris.

---
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At times, the long head of the biceps femoris partially or fully bypasses the typical insertion onto the ischial tuberosity, and instead inserts directly onto the sacrotuberous ligament. A study by Dr. Andy Vleeming and his colleagues showed that SIJ mobility can be reduced in end-range positions that tense these muscles.\textsuperscript{135}

Spring/micro-motion testing can overcome the aforementioned barriers in discerning whether the client's presentation is a true articular motion restriction, though it cannot (nor can any clinical test) discern if it is an intra- or extra-articular cause. Nonetheless, the information is much more vital, and restrictions missed with the traditional SI gross/macro-motion tests can be discerned. Worth repeating is the relevant concept that we are screening for treatable motion that is blocked, not allowing forces to travel through the SIJ, as opposed to the illusion that we can discern motion loss in the SIJ. The client is better served when the practitioner grasps this concept.

The term “gross/macro-motion tests” refers to the typical tests used to implicate the SIJ as the source of pelvic asymmetry. In my opinion, these tests are the least reliable criterion for a true sacroiliac joint dysfunction.\textsuperscript{136} Examples include the standing hip flexion test, the long sit, the standing and sitting spine flexion, and the prone knee flexion test. In addition, these tests do not, individually, have a high inter-tester reliability.\textsuperscript{137}

A long-standing clinical belief is that the sitting SIJ palpation and motion evaluation reveals more about sacral movement dysfunction, whereas the standing examination reveals more about movement dysfunction of the ilium/ilia. This belief is theoretical at best. Upon reflection, it seems reasonable to discern that if there is asymmetry of the pelvis prior to sitting, the sacrum and ilia will both be asymmetrical in the static and dynamic seated contexts.

We are screening for treatable motion that is blocked, not allowing forces to travel through the SIJ, as opposed to the illusion that we can discern motion loss in the SIJ.

While sitting, I can readily move either ilium in any direction, and asymmetry would alter resting trunk position. Thus, motion induced from above down through the sacrum would surely be altered, not because of the sacrum, but because of the ilium. We simply cannot easily discern whether the ilium or the sacrum is the primary restriction using the above tests.

Spring/micro-motion tests can overcome these evaluative barriers, discerning which structure has blocked motion, and in which direction. Prior to learning the spring/micro-motion tests, it is helpful to be able to visualize the appropriate axis of motion in each cardinal plane of the body.
Visualizing the Oblique Axes and Motion

Transverse and frontal plane views of oblique axes. The axes have a slight anterior and posterior orientation when viewed in the transverse plane from above (Fig. 6) and when viewed in the sagittal plane (Fig. 7). This anterior-posterior portion of the axis accounts for side-bending, and treatment that corrects the primary rotation automatically corrects the side-bending component. Undergirding this claim are decades of performing evaluations using modified passive spring/micro-motion tests (Springing with Awareness®, defined later in this chapter) and testing for residual side-bending restriction after correcting the primary rotation.

There are only two oblique sacral axes (Fig. 1). The axes are named for the top portion of the axis. Therefore, the left oblique axis originates above the left upper quadrant of the sacrum, and it terminates lateral to the right inferior sacral quadrant. The right axis is a mirror image, originating above the right upper quadrant of the sacrum, and it terminates lateral to the left inferior sacral quadrant.

When the sacrum is torsioned, only one sacral quadrant will be prominent and stuck, per sacral palpation and posterior-anterior quadrant spring/micro-motion-testing. The quality of being stuck is not subtle and can be discerned with spring/micro-motion testing, which is a valuable clinical tool.

The primary motion in torsion is rotation, and the most prominent sacral quadrant indicates the direction of rotation fixation, either right or left. For example, left rotation on left upper oblique axis indicates left rotation fixation of the prominent left lower sacral quadrant, in which the front of the sacrum faces to the left (Fig. 8).

Perhaps not necessarily intuitive, it is worth noting that the sacrum will be symmetrical at S2 where either axis crosses the midline (Fig. 9). The left and right oblique axes cross the midline at S2, and only at this location are the palpatory landmarks equidistant to the axis. Now that you can visualize the oblique axes, you are prepared to appreciate the relationship between the palpation and the spring/micro-motion tests for torsion screening.

Figure 6: This image shows the top view of the sacrum with left oblique axis. Viewing the sacrum from above, the slight anterior orientation of the upper part of the left oblique axis is readily discerned.

Figure 7: This image shows the sagittal view of the sacrum with left oblique axis. Viewing the sacrum from the side, note the slight anterior orientation of the upper portion of the left oblique axis.

1 The oblique orientation of the axis in the dorso-pelvic plane contributes to the side-bending sacral motion. Contrast this with a purely vertical axis, in which pure rotation occurs without any side-bending. Note that the oblique axes have a slight A-P orientation, which is visualized in both the transverse plane and in the sagittal plane. This is the portion of the axis that accounts for side-bending.
Figure 8: With torsion, one sacral quadrant will be prominent. In the presence of a sacral torsion the sacrum will be most asymmetrical at only one side of the sacral base or apex. In the most common torsion, the left lower sacral quadrant is prominent.

Figure 9: The sacrum is symmetrical in the midline with torsion. With torsion, the sacrum will only be symmetrical at S2 to the left and right of midline.

Figure 10: This shows the four quadrants of the sacrum. Four sacral quadrants are created by visualizing or drawing a vertical line down the middle of the sacrum and drawing a horizontal line at the middle of the second sacral segment, which lies between the PSISs.
Sacral Palpation

Traditional palpation of the sacrum to establish A-P position is performed bilaterally at the sacral sulci located at S2, where the thumbs drop medially off the PSISs – the sacral base at S1, and the dorsal face of the ILAs at S5. The ILAs are also bilaterally palpated on the inferior border to discern superior-inferior position. The Hesch Method adds bilateral palpation of S3 and S4 sacral segments, so that all sacral bony segments are palpated for completeness. This method can reduce error and distinguish torsion from a pure rotation about a vertical axis.

In his text *Principles of Manual Medicine*, Greenman insightfully advocates screening the tone of the sacrotuberous and sacrospinosus ligaments as part of a thorough SIJ screen. I agree that this is very relevant for torsions. The sacrotuberous ligament will typically present as hypertonic on the side of sacral rotation, due to triplane repositioning of the lower sacrum, whereas the contralateral sacrospinosus ligament will be slack.

For ease of screening the rotational component, this approach names four sacral quadrants: upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower right sacral (Fig. 10). These quadrants help demonstrate the location for the passive motion tests. When you spring above and below the left oblique axis, note that the right upper and the left lower quadrants are screened. Springing above and below the right oblique axis addresses the left upper and right lower quadrants.

When learning to evaluate and treat torsions, it is helpful to draw a left oblique axis with a non-toxic marker, or place a pen across the sacrum of your volunteer (Fig. 11). Later, you can create the right oblique axis by repeating the above on the opposite side (Fig. 12).

Figure 11: A pen represents the left oblique axis on the client's sacrum. The left oblique axis is named for the top of the axis, which originates on the left side. The left oblique axis separates the sacrum into an upper right and a lower left half.

Figure 12: A pen represents the right oblique axis on a client's sacrum. The right oblique axis is named for the top of the axis, which originates on the right side. The right oblique axis separates the sacrum into an upper left and a lower right half.

Palpation of the long dorsal ligament and sacrospinosus ligament is also encouraged, though for the purpose of our discussion on torsions, the sacrotuberous is particularly relevant. I perceive an aversion to ligament palpation in some clinicians, which I fail to understand. It has been remarkably informative for me.
Sacral Spring Motion Testing

Springing with Awareness™ theory

The traditional sacral evaluation is thorough and does include passive sacral motion testing, described as both springing and sacral rocking.° Traditional spring is a forward thrust, done at each IJA in a P-A direction, in which the clinician uses short and quick pushes to evaluate the yield or play. Rocking is performed with downward pressure with alternate thumbs above and below one oblique axis at S1 and S5.

I find the traditional sacral evaluation difficult to use, as it only gives me half the movement information—the forward portion. Joints have a normal elastic recoil, which cannot be perceived with thrust-forward spring tests. Hesch springing differs in that it allows the important perception of this recoil. I have been developing Hesch springing for three decades, and applying it to the ilium, ischium, sacrum, symphysis pubis, and so on. I developed additional tests and treatments when I encountered movement dysfunctions not described in the literature.

For at least four decades, physical therapists trained in orthopedic manual therapy evaluated passive accessory motion in nearly all joints in the body, yet did so minimally at the SIJ and pelvis. Extensive spring/micro-movement testing of the SIJ and pelvis continues to be absent in contemporary manual therapy writings.°°

Hesch springing°° is also referred to as Double Recoil Spring Testing. I gratefully acknowledge Rob Shapiro, M.A., P.T., C.O.M.T., for naming my spring technique “Springing with Awareness™.” This method of mobility testing can be applied to many joints and structures in the body.

It can also be applied to the sacrospinous, the sacroytuberosous, the sacrospinous, and the long dorsal SIJ ligaments. These ligaments will have altered tone in response to SIJD, particularly in response to torsion. The ligament tone is dynamic, and both hypotonic and hypertonic ligaments are often quickly restored to normal with manual therapy techniques.

The fact that muscle length has a significant influence on ligament tone in several regions of the body, including the pelvis, is a very underappreciated clinical fact, but a deep inquiry into the fascial expansions nearly makes muscle and ligament one and the same. Changing ligament tone changes the mechanoreceptors, which have feedback loops with muscle. The big reach, then, is the concept that reflex activity can not only influence muscle tone, but also ligament tone. Not detailed here, I do have an approach to ligament laxity that involves the reduction of mechanoreceptor inhibition on muscle tone, applied only to grades I and II laxities.

Traditional forward-thrust spring tests are performed by pressing against a bony structure with moderate force until a resistance is perceived, in order to take up the slack, primarily in the elastic component of surrounding soft tissues. In other words, the potential movement is taken out of the surrounding soft tissue, so movement will be created within the joint if additional force is applied. This joint movement is graded qualitatively and, under research conditions, quantitatively.

Whether a forward-thrust or an advanced spring/micro-movement test is used, it is appropriate to suggest that motion primarily occurs in the joint. With large structures such as the pelvis and pelvic bones, it seems reasonable to presume that slight motion may occur in the surrounding joints and/or soft tissues, in spite of our best effort to isolate forces.

Our hands-on joint stabilization with large structures such as the pelvis and SIJ may have inherent limits in real-world clinical practice, as opposed to near perfect three-dimensional stabilization in a research laboratory. This may change our focus from normalizing motion and stability in the SIJ to optimizing movement and stability in the functionally integrated system named the “lumbopelvic-hip complex.”
Those who perceive SIJ mobilization as irrelevant because of the small motions that normally occur may see value in treating the system, acknowledging that extrinsic restrictions can reduce motion occurring through the SIJ and pelvis. Women's back pain of pelvic and SIJ origin is then acknowledged, evaluated, and treated with the same vigor and commitment as other types of back pain.

Traditional spring tests can give false positive results when done with haste and imprecision. Hesch springing slows down the process and helps reduce errors. Why is this so? Rather than letting go of the force after the forward spring, the clinician can, instead, allow the structure to recoil back to the loaded position, where the slack was taken up. The clinician can repeat the forward spring and perceive the recoil several times without having to take up the slack each time.

This subtle change allows greater focus on relative quantity and quality of motion. The skill of Springing with Awareness\(^\text{13}\) can become second nature with a little bit of practice. I could never go back to the traditional forward-thrust spring test only. I would feel like half the information was missing (the recoil). Especially with regards to instability, it is the slow reduced elasticity of the recoil that is informative.

A normal joint will have a specific spring-like feel throughout the spring/micro-motion test. The clinician will be able to take up the slack similar to compressing a spring and will then be able to impart the forward spring and perceive the spring-like recoil, if joint motion is normal. There is a distinct spring-like feel to the recoil of the sacrum, and at any other joint with normal motion. It seems appropriate that the newer method is named “Springing with Awareness\(^\text{13}\)”, whereas the traditional method would be more accurately named a “forward-thrust test.”

In contrast to the normally springing joint, an extreme abnormality would be blocked motion, in which minimal or no slack is available, after which the joint cannot spring forward. Typically, these presentations are treatable conditions, with a few exceptions that will not be addressed here.

Another possible abnormality is the perception of abrupt recoil, which indicates reduction in normal mobility, although the joint is not stuck. In contrast, much slower recoil of the joint indicates hypermobility. The technique for performing this test with a specific amount of force will be detailed in the next section.

Spring/micro-motion tests are research-based. The research shows that clinicians can readily learn to apply specific forces with good short- and long-term reproducibility.\(^\text{14}\)

It is important to recognize that blocked motion in the SIJ can have an extrinsic etiology, and so Hesch springing does not measure motion that is only blocked within the SIJ. The springing discerns that motion cannot occur through the SIJ. Extrinsic motion restrictions are probably much more common than actual intrinsic SIJ motion restrictions, and a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic motion block may also occur.

Earlier in this chapter, I spoke of the possibility that spring/micro-motion tests might not isolate only the intended joint. If we accept this possibility, we can easily accept that sometimes the joint is restricted from an extrinsic structure, discerned with spring/micro-motion tests in a way that no other test can discern. This possibility encourages treatment of SIJD for those clinicians who deny that we can actually interpret the minute SIJ motions.

There is a leverage effect because passive tests are performed at a distance to the joint, such that motion is then amplified, not subtle. This perspective encourages more treatment directed to lumbo-pelvic motion dysfunction and bypasses a theoretical barrier to manual therapy of this region. Therefore, I submit that there is no valid argument against treating the “SIJ.”

As stated previously, osteopathic theory does teach forward thrust (spring) and rocking of the sacrum,\(^\text{15}\) though this is not addressed in the summary table on sacral dysfunction findings.\(^\text{16}\) This oversight supports my contention that even the traditional forward-thrust spring tests seem to be generally de-emphasized, or presented as optional, in most writings and continuing education courses on SIJD.

To the best of my knowledge, extensive spring/
micro-motion testing of the other pelvic bony landmarks is not taught today in most works on SIJ treatment, with the exception of the works of physical therapist and professor Richard E. Nyberg, as well as my own works, which include more than 27 distinct tests. I do hope that this will change, as I believe it will only help patient care.

Next, we will cover the postures that are relevant when examining a patient for torsions.

**Spring test posture**

Spring/micro-motion tests cannot readily be performed in standing and seated positions due to body sway. At the segmental level, the axial joints can experience a large increase in momentary stability, as they are vertically compressed in upright postures. Also, there is facilitation of the anti-gravity physiological extensors, which increases joint compression as well, rendering spring/micro-motion testing difficult and, eventually, irrelevant.

These barriers are significantly reduced by positioning the client in the following positions: prone neutral, prone passive hyperextension, supine, yoga child pose, and side-lying. These stable positions reduce anti-gravity muscle tension, allowing a true and accurate spring/micro-motion test to be performed with more accurate palpation. Torsions that are present in prone neutral posture will always amplify in fully flexed postures, such as yoga child pose.

For me, treatment in the position of maximum dysfunction is a fundamental principle of care. Spring/micro-motion testing in non-weight-bearing postures may demonstrate that a joint is not actually stuck. Many appearances of torsion in prone or standing extension may then disappear, as they are most likely due to asymmetrical muscle facilitation.

**Performing Hesch springing**

In spite of any appearance to the contrary, Springing with Awareness is a simple, straightforward tool available to clinicians who routinely evaluate soft tissues. This method of spring/micro-motion testing is simply an enhancement of the skill set of soft tissue evaluation, so that it can be performed on denser connective tissue.

Spring/micro-motion testing is a challenging read, and the readers are encouraged to first observe video on the topic to appreciate the simplicity and the sequential manner in which it is performed. Viewing the videos should make the reading much easier, by providing a dynamic visual frame of reference.

Searching YouTube.com using the key words “Jerry Hesch,” then “sacroiliac spring test” will lead you to several video demonstrations that contrast Springing with Awareness with the traditional forward-thrust method. One video address false-negative and false-positive tests. These concepts are quite relevant, especially if the concept of springing is novel to the reader.

For the rest of this chapter, any use of the terms springing, spring/micro-motion, springing, or Springing with Awareness refers to the Hesch Springing with Awareness technique, unless stated otherwise.

When preparing to do a spring test, be sure to orient the direction of force to the anatomical plane that is altered by the patient’s position, so that the direction of force is, indeed, a pure P-A directed spring/micro-motion test that is perpendicular to the posterior face of the sacrum. Initially, this method can seem challenging, but it can be easily learned with a little practice, while slowly reading the sequence with your hands on an anatomical model or volunteer. With practice, each spring/micro-motion test can be performed with three repetitions in 10 seconds or less.
Below, the procedure is abbreviated one line at a time.

**Springing on a normal mobile sacrum**

*Palpate the sacral quadrants in yoga child pose (Fig. 13).*

**Step 1:** Position hand to perform spring/micro-motion test with zero pounds on one quadrant (Fig. 14).

**Step 2:** Take up the slack using 10 pounds.

**Step 3:** Impart spring/micro-motion with an additional 10 pounds. The total force on the sacrum is now 20 pounds.

*Allow the recoil to return to Position 2, maintaining the 10-pound position.*

*Repeat spring/micro-motion tests as desired, going from Position 2 to 3 and back to 2 as necessary.*

**Step 4:** When finished springing, briefly hold the final 10 pounds and then let go to zero pounds.

**Step 5:** Repeat the entire test at the other three sacral quadrants.

**Springing a sacral torsion**

The above method of springing will work on sacral quadrants and joints that have normal mobility. The sacrum will behave differently when torsion is present. If torsion is present, you will be able to spring three sacral quadrants. However, you will not be able to take up the slack on the prominent and stuck sacral quadrant in yoga child pose, nor in prone neutral a small percentage of the time.

Even by increasing the force to 20 pounds or somewhat greater, the joint will not spring. In time, you will easily realize that the prominent sacral quadrant is always the stuck one, and you can skip the spring/micro-motion test and directly proceed to treatment.

*Figure 13: The client is in the yoga child pose position for torsion screening and treatment. This is a stable position, in which the entire axial body is in full flexion. Torsions become most prominent in this position, making them easier to visualize, palpate, and spring/micro-motion test.*

*Figure 14: This photo shows a spring test to left lower sacral quadrant below left oblique axis. The circles overlie the left and right PSIS. The client is in yoga child pose position. The spring/micro-motion test is applied to the left lower quadrant, below the left oblique axis.*
Figure 15: This photo shows a spring test to the left upper quadrant, above the right oblique axis. The circles overlie the left and right PSIS. The client is in yoga child pose position. The spring/micro-motion test is applied to the left upper quadrant above the right oblique axis.

Figure 16: This photo shows a spring test to right upper sacral quadrant, above left oblique axis. The circles overlie the left and right PSIS. The client is in yoga child pose position. The spring/micro-motion test is applied to the right upper quadrant.

Figure 17: This photo shows a spring test to right lower sacral quadrant, below the right oblique axis. The circles overlie the left and right PSIS. The client is in yoga child pose position. The spring/micro-motion test is applied to the right lower quadrant, below the right oblique axis.

There are some videos on the topic, which you can find by searching for “Jerry Hesch,” and then “sacral torsion” on YouTube.com. I believe the videos will be very helpful.
Treatment

The treatment position of client and clinician is the same as the position shown for springing. Only one treatment picture will be included, for the most frequently encountered torsion, which is left rotation about the left upper oblique axis. Treatment is simply a spring/micro-motion pressure that is maintained for two minutes, as described below.

Please note that when mobility is blocked, you will not be able to take up the slack, or if you can, it will be minimal, at which point no further motion is available. It may appear that only the superficial soft tissues will deform and not the joint. You will be able to take up the slack in the remaining three quadrants.

Sometimes, initial screening in prone neutral position may allow some slack to be taken up, which is then absent when the client gets into yoga child pose position. Other times, both positions reveal blocked mobility. Treatment will consist of applying approximately 20 pounds of force, maintained for two minutes. The sacrum will typically release within that timeframe, and repeat testing should indicate normal mobility. A treatment disclaimer is provided.

Figure 18: This photo shows treatment for prominent and stuck left lower sacral quadrant, in yoga child pose. The circles overlie the left and right PSIS. The heel of the hand or ulnar border of a fist is applied to the prominent and stuck left lower quadrant below the left oblique axis, using approximately 20 pounds of pressure for two minutes. Stacking hands is another option. Use whichever position feels most natural.

Figure 19: These images illustrate self-treatment for all types of sacral torsion. The client’s feet are 18 inches in front of wall to encourage maximal sacral contact. The most prominent quadrant contacts the wall initially, and a gentle mobilizing force is then isolated on that stuck quadrant. A pelvic tilt is performed 10 times with the sacrum against the wall, 10 times cycling from an anterior tilt to a posterior tilt. Repeat as needed or at least twice a week for prevention—perhaps once or twice daily for vulnerable occupations. Alternately, repeat trunk flexion and extension can be used with those clients who have difficulty performing a pelvic tilt.

Disclaimer: Clinicians who need to review the indications for treatment, as well as both relative and absolute contraindications to treatment, are encouraged to do so. Nearly any text on the topic will address them. Practitioners are also reminded to treat within the boundaries of their practice act. This chapter is for licensed health care practitioners, and not the general public, who should always consult their health care provider for care. The focused SJU evaluation is only done after screening the lumbar spine and the hip, taking a thorough history, and conducting a physical exam and medical screen to rule out any non-musculoskeletal pathology. The team approach and inter-disciplinary communication is a necessary part of prudent care.
Treatment for prominent and stuck left lower sacral quadrant, also known as left rotation about the left upper oblique axis, is outlined below.

**Patient Position:** Yoga child pose position, which is end-range flexion while sitting on heels with spine, hips, pelvis, and knees in full flexion

**Therapist Contact:** Heel of hand on left lower sacral quadrant

**Force and Force Direction:** Pure anterior glide using firm pressure of approximately 20 pounds, maintained for two minutes

**Home Program:** The torsion should resolve the first time. For prophylaxis, the client can stand with sacrum against a wall, in a one-quarter squat, with the heels 18 inches in front of the wall. This allows the sacrum to make nearly full contact against the wall. The client is instructed to repeatedly extend, then flex the hips by approximately 15 degrees, to allow the pelvis to move into a posterior tilt, then an anterior tilt, maintaining sacral contact throughout these movements (Fig. 19). This should be repeated 10 times and performed at least twice a week — perhaps once or twice daily for vulnerable occupations. It is remarkably effective for the majority of clients. For those who cannot easily isolate a pelvic tilt, home treatment can be modified by performing 10 repetitions of trunk flexion to approximately 20 degrees (Fig. 20).

The self-treatment is incredibly simple, far simpler than the traditional approach detailed earlier in this chapter. The self-treatment is congruent with the philosophy of reducing patient dependency and fostering efficient self-management for simple injuries.

Treatment for prominent and stuck left upper quadrant, also known as left rotation on right oblique axis sacral torsion, is outlined below.

**Patient Position:** Yoga child pose position, which is end-range flexion while sitting on heels with spine, hips, pelvis, and knees in full flexion

**Therapist Contact:** Heel of hand on left upper sacral quadrant

**Force and Force Direction:** Pure anterior glide using firm pressure of approximately 20 pounds, maintained for two minutes

**Home Program:** The torsion should resolve the first time. For prophylaxis, the client can stand with sacrum against a wall, in a one-quarter squat, with the heels 18 inches in front of the wall. This allows the sacrum to make nearly full contact against the wall. Repeatedly extend, then flex the hips by approximately 15 degrees to allow the pelvis to move into a posterior tilt, then an anterior tilt, maintaining sacral contact throughout (Fig. 19).
Repeat 10 times and perform at least twice a week — perhaps once or twice daily for vulnerable occupations. It is remarkable effective for the majority of clients. For those who cannot easily isolate a pelvic tilt, home treatment can be modified by performing 10 repetitions of trunk flexion to approximately 20 degrees (Fig. 20).

The self-treatment is incredibly simple, far simpler than the traditional approach detailed earlier in this chapter. The self-treatment is congruent with the philosophy of reducing patient dependency and fostering efficient self-management for simple injuries.

**Treatment for prominent and stuck right upper sacral quadrant, also known as right rotation on left oblique axis sacral torsion, is outlined below.**

**Patient Position:** Yoga child pose position, which is end-range flexion while sitting on heels with spine, hips, pelvis, and knees in full flexion

**Therapist Contact:** Heel of hand on right upper sacral quadrant

**Force and Force Direction:** Pure anterior glide using firm pressure of approximately 20 pounds, maintained for two minutes

**Home Program:** The torsion should resolve the first time. For prophylaxis, the client can stand with sacrum against a wall, in a one-quarter squat, with the heels 18 inches in front of the wall. This allows the sacrum to make nearly full contact against the wall. Repeatedly extend, then flex the hips by approximately 15 degrees to allow the pelvis to move into a posterior tilt, then an anterior tilt, maintaining sacral contact throughout (Fig. 19). Repeat 10 times and perform at least twice a week — perhaps once or twice daily for vulnerable occupations. It is remarkable effective for the majority of clients. For those who cannot easily isolate a pelvic tilt, home treatment can be modified by performing 10 repetitions of trunk flexion to approximately 20 degrees (Fig. 20).

The self-treatment is incredibly simple, far simpler than the traditional approach detailed earlier in this chapter. The self-treatment is congruent with the philosophy of reducing patient dependency and fostering efficient self-management for simple injuries.
Discussion

Clinicians who are new to the paradigm of springing report a sense of comforting “objectivity” in discerning restricted spring/micro-motion, which was not otherwise on their radar. Noteworthy is the well-established fact that tension, compression, and inflammation influence the Type III and IV articular mechanoreceptors in inhibiting muscle function in agonists, as can occur with torsions and other types of SIJD. Thus, it is easy to encounter weak muscle groups that are reflexively inhibited, although not intrinsically weak. With this treatment paradigm, removing the inhibition is the first order of care, and a moderate return of strength is nearly always immediate.

With respect to physiological movement dysfunctions, an under-reported fact is that, typically, there will be one motion that is stuck, as identified by springing, and the opposite motion will be hypermobile. The joint is not singularly hypermobile, or singularly hypomobile. Like a coin that has two opposite sides, it is both. One or more ligaments will be taut, and the rest will be slack.

Many treatment paradigms are based on theories of pelvic joint hypermobility and instability. Although true instability is valid in a small minority of the SIJD clients I have treated, the others typically respond with lasting benefit to simple intervention that positionally and reflexively stabilized the joint.

Restoring normative motion in the opposite direction – the direction that is actually stuck – also corrects the positionally and reflexively induced hypermobility. Positional hypermobility means there is reduced form- and force-closure of the joint, with positionally induced ligamentous slack. Restoring normal position maximizes articular congruity, and ligamentous tone normalizes. At the same time, reflex inhibition of stabilizing muscle tone is removed.

At this point, the body reinforces correction through normative motion during daily functional activities and simple, brief self-treatment to reinforce the correction. Oftentimes, one to three visits accomplishes significant and lasting change, and then the client can progress rapidly through his or her rehabilitation, formally or informally, whichever is appropriate.
Conclusion

Hesch springing and treatment typically achieves significant initial efficiency, oftentimes resolving torsions and other SIJ movement dysfunction in one to three visits, as it does in other areas of the body as well. A client said this about my work: “Our bodies are fairly basic and logical for all their elegance in design. You know this and, therefore, your whole-body corrections are logical, direct, and efficient.”

The method came about through plumbing the depths of clinical theory and science and technique, along with protracted trial and error, believing there is a better way to approach the problem of SIJD. Some of my own vexarious, chronic injuries failed to respond to traditional and non-traditional care, so I had a need for empirical results.

My own efforts are undergirded by three decades of hands-on clinical practice in performing detailed evaluations to identify how the pelvic structure relates to proximal and distal pathomechanics, within a whole-body framework. I sometimes refer to this whole-body work as “connecting the dots,” or “realigning the body with its somatic template.”

There is an art to balancing the process of using one’s clinical knowledge to guide the evaluation and treatment process, while at the same time listening to the client’s body as its story is revealed. The philosophy of care embraces Gregory Grieve’s commentary, paraphrased here: “Dogma dulls the wits ... it is better to let the joints (and somatic structures) speak for themselves, rather than dictate to the joint how it is to behave based on various theories.”

Noteworthy is the observation that pathomechanics and treatment of the pelvis and pelvic joints is not always a natural extension of normal mechanics. Thus, there is a knowledge gap in the education of biomechanically based health care practitioners. Many clinicians evaluate soft tissue tone on a daily basis, but neglect spring/micro-motion testing.

Springing is a parallel skill that and a very simple modification to what many clinicians are currently performing every day with great skill and commitment. Part of the Hesch Institute’s mission will be to raise awareness about springing through education, research, and clinical mentoring.

Springing is part of a basic skill set that should be accessible to manually oriented clinicians. Because there is an inherent lack of motor learning and kinesthetic sense in reading this chapter, practitioners can observe YouTube videos on the topic and attend continuing education seminars, or participate in distance learning.

Treatment of this region of the body is still evolving. This chapter focuses only on sacral torsions, though the overall theory, including spring/micro-motion testing, applies to all types of SIJD and pelvic pathomechanics. There is a fundamental dense connective tissue property named viscoelastic creep, which basically means that tissue changes slowly with applied force – and can change permanently, encouraging us to gently take up the slack in the elastic element, maintain a steady force for two to five minutes, and achieve lasting change.

This chapter sought to illustrate a problem faced by clinicians who are exposed to torsions, yet do not comprehend them enough to address them in clinical practice. Contemporary issues related to the general paradigm of SIJD are presented in this chapter, making a case that there is a dearth of research dealing specifically with torsions as they relate to objective imaging and clinical outcomes.

Clearer language, a few additional palpation tests, and Hesch Springing with Awareness – an enhancement of traditional forward-thrust spring tests – were among the concepts presented. I believe that, if successful, this chapter will further the understanding of torsions, so that patient care is improved and research is facilitated. The novel torsion nomenclature is simple and direct, as is evaluation and treatment.

May those with protracted torsions be liberated, and may those with acute torsions avoid chronicity.
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